Penetrance in the presence of genetic susceptibility to environmental factors.
Many single-gene disorders (especially dominant traits) are known to exhibit "incomplete penetrance," a term often criticized as reflecting our ignorance of genetic and environmental factors that may interact with the genotype to determine the ultimate phenotype of the individual. We explore the effects of an environmental factor on penetrance for a simple model of single gene-mediated susceptibility to environmental factors. We show that penetrance of the susceptible genotype increases with increasing frequency of exposure to the factor and the strength of interaction between the factor and the genotype (relative risk). For disorders with disease frequency of 0.001 or less (as seen with many congenital malformations), penetrance is generally low (less than 10%) if the exposure frequency is low (less than 10%) even in the face of strong gene-environment interaction. Such low penetrance can lead to low recurrence risks. Single-gene effects could easily be overlooked in genetic analysis unless specific environmental factors are considered.